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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The UK’s commitments to conflict prevention and the protection of human rights and
international humanitarian law in its arms export controls are now over twenty years
old. In this time, successive governments have routinely claimed that the UK has one
of the most robust arms export control regimes in the world. Despite these obligations
and the very public commitments to them, the outbreak of war or conflict has had little
or no restraining effect on UK arms exports, even where violations of human rights and
humanitarian law are documented.
To explore this disjuncture, this report examines UK export patterns in the last two
decades and assesses four cases of arms exports to protagonists in wars that are
illustrative of UK policy: to India and Pakistan in relation to Kashmir; to the Sri Lankan
armed forces in the civil war; to Israel in relation to Occupied Palestinian Territory; and
to the Saudi-led coalition in the war in Yemen.
The cases illustrate the ways in which arms export controls do not restrict transfers.
Rather than being proactively engaged to prevent the harms set out in government
policy, export controls are primarily mobilised by the state to manage controversy once
criticism emerges from civil society and Parliament. Risk assessments not only fail
to take past patterns into account or develop preventive orientations to likely future
scenarios, but the control regime is routinely deployed as a means of deflecting calls for
restraint. Overall, export controls serve a primarily legitimising function in an attempt to
mollify parliamentary opposition, NGO and media criticism and domestic public opinion,
and to signal good international citizenship in the face of ongoing exports to conflict
zones in violation of international humanitarian and human rights law. The mantra
that the UK has one of the most robust control regimes in the world is not a plausible
description of the realities of UK export policy. Debate about arms export controls
needs to be reframed as part of a wider conversation about the drivers and effects of
UK foreign policy.

Key Findings

1

The misuse of UK-supplied weapons is a routine feature of wars involving UK
customers. This includes weapons supplied before the advent of the licensing
regime, prior to the outbreak of war and in between cycles of violence, as well as
newer weapons, parts and components supplied during conflict. The UK supplies
weapons to states involved in often decades-long conflicts (in which the British
state has itself in many instances historically and currently been central) that
experience cycles of violence. This is in addition to the UK’s own involvement in
illegal wars using its own domestically produced and imported weapons.

2

3

4

5

6

Arms export licensing practice takes a very narrow interpretation of risk,
operating as if neither the past nor the future exist. Risk assessments treat each
round of violence as new and a blank slate. Ceasefires or other de-escalations
are interpreted to mean that there is no clear risk of misuse, and thus no reason
to deny licences, which allows recipients to replenish their armouries for use in
later assaults and rounds of violence.
Self-serving reviews of licensing process (but not policy) take place when
controversy is generated. These reviews are mobilised to validate government
policy and facilitate ongoing exports rather than restrict them. Tokenistic refusals
or revocations of licences occasionally take place at a late stage, but only when
violence escalates to extreme levels and external pressure mounts.
The UK’s licensing criteria have politically and legally ambiguous effects, that
ultimately serve to facilitate rather than restrict exports. On the one hand,
the criteria allow critics to draw attention to the misuse of weapons, giving
them a framework and a language with which to try to hold the government to
account, including via legal challenges. On the other, the criteria are mobilised
by government as a mantra to deflect criticism and to close down debate and
scrutiny. The government points to the existence of regulations to argue that its
policy is sound, regardless of the publicly available evidence to the contrary, and
invokes the flexibility of case-by-case application of the criteria as a means to
reject more substantive control measures.
The Committees on Arms Export Controls have played a politically fluctuating
role in accountability. Scrutiny is a key responsibility of Parliament and
can generate transparency and accountability for arms export decisions.
Occasionally, the CAEC has generated robust criticism of government policy and
practice. However, its energy, expertise and competence have varied over time. It
suffers from structural limitations as a super-committee rather than a standing
Select Committee: an indirect membership constituted via four component
committees; cumbersome quoracy rules; and the lack of a dedicated staff or
a paid Chair elected by all MPs. These weaknesses are a major obstacle to
effective democratic scrutiny and control of arms exports.
There is a mutually supportive, entrenched and organic relationship between
the UK state’s geopolitical ambitions and the interests of UK-based industry.
There is a reciprocally convenient fiction of separation between the two, in which
companies hide behind the policymaking and licensing role of the state, and the
state refuses to comment on company practice under the guise of commercial
confidentiality. The arms industry plays a crucial yet hidden role in ongoing state
support for exports, but this support is not reducible to industry interests. Rather,
the combination of industry influence and the state’s strategic and geopolitical
interest in trying to remain a major military power generate a congruence of
interests and assumptions about the benefits of arms exports.

Policy Recommendations

1

The key issue is the absence of political will to address the economic, political
and social costs of UK policy on arms sales. Lack of expertise, information or
creative alternatives is not the issue. Many credible policy recommendations
have been made by actors external and sometimes internal to the state over the
years. They have rarely been put into action.
Such recommendations include: ending the subsidies on arms production and
export; halting the privileged access of industrial actors to state budgets and
decision-making fora; moving the licensing bureaucracy out of the government
responsible for international trade and into a more pro-control part of the state;
instituting a “presumption of denial” for licences to sensitive destinations;
engaging in prior parliamentary scrutiny of export decisions; establishing
increased end-use monitoring of exports. All of these have been suggested
repeatedly in the past two decades.

2
3

If UK arms exports are to stop contributing to the world’s conflicts, then debates
about licensing policy, and the wider foreign, defence and security policy it is
part of, will need to be reframed and re-energized. This work will doubtless
take considerable time and require efforts to address the systemic pro-export
orientation of the UK state and its geopolitical and strategic ambitions.
For now, and at a minimum, transforming the Committees on Arms Export
Controls into a standing Select Committee is an important step to increase
Parliamentary oversight of UK arms export licenses. This requires a change
under the standing orders (the parliamentary rules), either through a government
motion or a debate by the four Committees who compose its membership. This
should be done with haste.
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Introduction
The UK is one of the world’s largest
arms exporters – a reality that plays
an ambivalent role in British political,
economic and social life. Supporters
of arms exports emphasise the trade’s
contribution to the economy and support
for British defence, security and foreign
policy. Critics challenge the economic
arguments and emphasise the role of
UK arms exports in violations of human
rights and international humanitarian law,
pointing to alternative, less militarised
opportunities for the UK to play a role
on the world stage. Neither supporters
nor critics argue that the UK should fuel
conflicts as a policy goal.
Nonetheless, as documented in “Business
As Usual. How major weapons exporters
arm the world’s conflicts,” there is “very
little evidence that war or armed conflict
leads to restraint in arms transfers” by
any of the world’s 11 major exporters,
regardless of stated policy.2 At best,
restraint on grounds of conflict is highly
selective, based on geopolitical factors,
political prominence of a conflict, and
low market value to the supplier. Overall,
the report found, the primary factor in UK
sales is demand from client states. Yet
the UK government claims to have one
of the most robust arms export control
regimes in the world.3
This report examines UK export and
licensing policy and practice over the past
two decades in light of this disjuncture.
It examines the patterns of exports and
restrictions since the entry into force
of national, regional and international
controls in the form of the national
Consolidated Criteria, the EU Code of

Conduct/Common Position and the UN
Arms Trade Treaty. It finds that despite
over twenty years of controls that include
commitments not to aggravate conflict,
adversely affect regional stability or
contribute to violations of human rights
or international humanitarian law, the
outbreak of war or conflict has little or
no restraining effect on UK arms exports,
even where violations of human rights and
humanitarian law are documented. The
UK has participated in wars, transferred
weapons to its allies and partners
involved in those wars, and supplied
weapons to states involved in wars, and
continued to do so well after violations
become known. Such exports are typical
of UK export policy, not the exception to
it. Exports to countries involved in war
are among the UK’s largest and longeststanding arms customers.
This overall pattern is explored in more
detail through four cases in which arms
exports continue even when war or armed
conflict occurs, illustrating how UK policy
operates in practice. The cases are arms
exports to: India and Pakistan in relation
to Kashmir; the Sri Lankan armed forces
during the civil war; Israel in relation to
Occupied Palestinian Territory; and the
Saudi-led coalition throughout the war in
Yemen. These examples span the last two
decades of UK controls cutting across
Labour and Conservative governments.
They illustrate a range of recipients of
UK weaponry that invoke a variety of the
criteria governing arms sales. The cases
demonstrate several trends identified
in “Business As Usual”: ongoing, indeed
exponentially increased, exports to a
conflict zone (Yemen); and substantial
(India/Pakistan) or minor (Israel/
Palestine, Sri Lanka) arms supplies during
war.
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Overall, the cases illustrate the ways
in which restrictions primarily serve
as window-dressing and are invoked
to manage controversy, rather than
proactively mobilised to prevent the
harms as set out in government policy.
Arms transfers generally proceed:
what changes is the character of
the justifications. These depend on
the course of conflict, such as when
ceasefires are agreed or the prospect of
embargoes raised, or when civilian harm
becomes increasingly publicly known
and controversial. Risk assessments
fail to take past patterns into account
or develop preventive orientations to

The mantra that the UK has one of
the most robust control regimes
in the world is not a plausible
description of the realities of UK
export policy.
likely future scenarios. What is more,
the existence of the control regime is
routinely used as an alibi: those in favour
of sales can argue that the licensing
process has occurred so greater restraint
is not needed. Overall, export controls
serve a primarily legitimising, rather than
restrictive, function in an attempt to
mollify parliamentary opposition, media
criticism and domestic public opinion and
signal good international citizenship, even
in the face of ongoing exports to conflict
zones in violation of IHL and IHRL.
The mantra that the UK has one of the
most robust control regimes in the world
is not a plausible description of the
realities of UK export policy.

Nonetheless, this mantra has significant
political effects.
The finding that the UK routinely exports
weapons in contravention of its own
publicly stated and legally binding
commitments once war and armed
conflict breaks out will not come as a
surprise to many observers of UK export
policy. Nevertheless, the mantra of a
robust control regime persists. Despite
widespread evidence, arguments critical
of UK policy and practice have not
managed to dislodge the dominant frame
that represents arms exports as either
an overall public good, or generally good
but marked by occasional mistakes, or
to prevent successive governments from
being able to trot out the mantra of robust
controls. Weapons production, arms
exports and military force have a hold on
mainstream imaginaries of the UK’s role
in the world. These imaginaries combine
with and are upheld by a pervasive public
narrative of the UK’s overall benevolence
as an international actor. The debate
about export controls needs to be
reframed as part of a wider conversation
about the effects of UK foreign policy.
This report examines the justificatory
and legitimising effects of the control
regime as a step towards a more explicit
discussion of the politics of arms transfer
controls.
The report engages the following
methods and sources. It uses the
statistical analysis conducted for the
Business As Usual report, supplemented
with the CAAT UK and EU arms export
browsers (which draw exclusively on
official statistics) and the SIPRI Arms
Transfer Database to understand the
patterns of UK arms exports since
2000. It then engages in analysis of
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Parliamentary debates, government
reports and media coverage of the four
cases to gain a qualitative understanding
of the dynamics of UK policy. There are
significant limitations on transparency
due to the nature of government data,
which does not indicate the particular
weapons or equipment licenced, the
end-user, or the companies to which
licences were granted. Furthermore, the
use of “open” licences, which place no
financial or quantity limits on exports –
and which are explicitly encouraged by the
UK government – significantly obscures
the overall value and volume of UK arms
exports.4

UK arms export patterns
and the development of
arms transfer controls
The main markets for UK-produced
weapons have traditionally been NATO
allies, the Middle East and Asia. Since
1990, the main customers in each
region have been the USA and Canada;
Saudi Arabia and Oman; and India and
Indonesia.5 Probably the single most
important British government arms
relationship is with Saudi Arabia. The Al
Yamamah agreements of 1985 and 1993,
and the follow-up Al Salam deal concluded
in 2003, are government-to-government
agreements in which British Aerospace,
now BAE Systems, is contracted to supply
weapons and engineering support to
the Saudis on behalf of the UK Ministry
of Defence (MoD). The agreements
are the UK’s biggest ever arms deals
and have been consistently accused of
corruption.6 In the years leading up to and
during the war in Yemen, Saudi Arabia
has accounted for 40-50% of all UK arms
exports7 and in the period 2016-20 was
the world’s largest arms importer.8

Saudi Arabia is a good illustration of
the way debate about arms exports and
licensing policy are politically situated.
UK-based arms companies are privately
owned and formally separate from the
state; they must apply to the government
for licences to be able to export controlled
goods (military or dual-use). However, the
state retains a so-called “golden share”
in the largest companies such as BAE
Systems and Rolls Royce which allows it
to block changes in ownership or control
that it deems not in the national interest.9
Industry interests are directly inserted
into state structures through a dedicated
arms export promotion unit, UK Defence
and Security Exports, which sits within
the Department for International Trade.
In addition to this structural enmeshment
between companies and the state is
the so-called “revolving door” between
government and industry, donations
to political parties and so on.10 The
relationships are so close that the late
Robin Cook reflected in his memoirs of
his time as Foreign Secretary that “the
chairman of BAE appeared to have the
key to the garden door to No 10.”11 There
is a particularly symbiotic relationship
between the arms industry, in particular
BAE Systems, and the British state.
Furthermore, in the case of arms exports
to Saudi Arabia, BAE Systems is directly
contracted by the state and acts on its
behalf. When the state issues licences
to BAE Systems and its sub-contractors,
therefore, it is approving its own policy.
The combination of industry influence
and the state’s strategic and geopolitical
interest in trying to remain a major
military power generate a congruence
of interests and assumptions about
the benefits of arms exports.12
Most arms trade controversies centre on
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exports to non-western states involved
in conflict or engaged in human rights
violations. But these same criticisms can
also be levelled at the UK and its allies
and partners for their own involvement
in war. Since 2000 the UK has – officially
- been involved in three wars in this time
(Afghanistan, Iraq and Libya),13 each of
which has been politically contested
as strategic failures of questionable
lawfulness,14 and each of which has
contributed to the proliferation of
weapons in each country and regionally.15
UK involvement in these wars involves
the use of its own domestically produced
weapons as well as imported ones, and
transfers to allies and partners, most
notably the USA and European states.
This snapshot itself provides one initial
important corrective to mainstream
debates about the issue of UK arms
exports.
Addressing domestic procurement and
exports to western allies and partners
is therefore as important as addressing
exports to non-western states, yet they

remain largely invisible in public debate.
Ten companies account for over 44%
of total MOD procurement expenditure:
of these, BAE Systems is by far the
largest supplier; 96% of MOD expenditure
with BAE is through non-competitive
contracts.16 In the last twenty years, the
UK has licensed €11bn worth of military
equipment to the USA,17 a figure that
excludes a wide range of open licences.
Exports to the USA account for almost
one fifth of UK arms exports at the
government’s most recent estimation.18
The UK also participates in the jointly
produced Eurofighter Typhoon, which
involves exports to Germany, Italy and
Spain.
The character of contemporary UK arms
export controls was shaped by the 1996
Arms to Iraq inquiry and resultant Scott
Report, after it was revealed that the UK
had been arming both Iran and Iraq in their
war of the 1980s; that the UK government
had been advising the company Matrix
Churchill how to sell to Iraq despite an
embargo; and despite the existence of
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government guidelines that committed
the UK not to sell weapons to either side.
The Scott Report was simultaneously
an impetus to the development of
stronger European controls and improved
transparency, and indicative of the deep
entrenchment of commitments to export
weapons in the face of restrictions. This
combination of impulses is indicative
of the ongoing character of UK export
policy. On the one hand, gestures
at improved control are made once
controversy hits; on the other, exports
continue.
Renewed controls were introduced under
the New Labour government that came
into power in 1997, having worked with
NGOs to develop alternatives while in
opposition.19 Key developments under
New Labour were the requirement for the
government to publish an annual report
on arms exports and the establishment
of the Quadripartite Committee – a
parliamentary committee made up of
representatives of the Defence, Foreign
Affairs, International Development and
International Trade Committees. The
Committee (since 2008, renamed the
Committees on Arms Export Controls,
CAEC) has had episodes of robust
scrutiny and criticism of government
policy – largely dependent on the Chair
– but at other times has collapsed into
near-irrelevance, especially at times
of controversy. It also suffers from
structural weaknesses such as its indirect
membership constituted via the four
component committees, its complicated
and cumbersome quoracy rules, the
lack of a dedicated staff or a paid Chair
elected by all MPs, and an inability to
compel ministers to give evidence.
The latter issue is a longstanding and
significant limitation on all committees’

powers, but the other concerns could be
remedied by turning the CAEC into a full
standing Select Committee.
New Labour garnered much applause for
ostensibly tighter arms export controls,
but arms exports were also the Achilles
heel of New Labour’s claims to a foreign
policy “with an ethical dimension.”20
Controversies over arms sales to
Indonesia in relation to its repression
of East Timor and Aceh, to India and
Pakistan in the face of their nuclear tests
and ongoing warring over Kashmir, and to
Zimbabwe for use in the war in the DRC
were difficult public and parliamentary
tests for the government. Meanwhile,
the UK was also a leading player in the
regionalisation and internationalisation
of arms export controls. It was the lead
proponent of the EU Code of Conduct,
which was agreed in May 1998, when the
UK held the EU Presidency. In 2000, the
Consolidated Criteria brought together
the UK’s national licensing criteria with
the EU Code. The 2002 Export Control Act
and 2008 Export Control Order provide the
legal and administrative framework for
arms export controls; the Consolidated
Criteria provide the required Guidance.21
The EU Code became legally binding
in 2008 as it was turned into an EU
Common Position. And the UK was an
early champion of the UN Arms Trade
Treaty, playing a significant role in the
negotiations and agreement of the treaty
that entered into force in 2014 and has
since been incorporated into UK policy.
The UK’s arms export licensing authority
is the Department of International Trade
(DIT), under its various names and guises
over time. Since 2016 arms export
controls have been administered by the
Export Control Joint Unit (ECJU), which is
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staffed by officials from DIT, the Foreign,
Commonwealth and Development
Office (FCDO) and Ministry of Defence
(MOD) and housed in DIT.22 UK export
controls consist of eight criteria that the
government must have regard for when
making decisions about arms export
licence applications from companies: 1)
respect for international obligations; 2)
respect for human rights and international
humanitarian law; 3) the internal situation
in the recipient country regarding tensions
or armed conflicts; 4) preservation of
regional peace, security and stability; 5)
UK national security; 6) terrorism and
respect for international law; 7) diversion;
and 8) sustainable development.23

The criteria were updated in December
2021, ostensibly as part of the UK’s exit
from the EU.26 A key amendment was
the insertion of the phrase “if it [the
Government] determines” to the risk
assessment in Criteria 2, 3, 4 and 6. This
weakens the effectiveness of controls
significantly by giving government free
rein to ignore inconvenient evidence
and narrowing the scope for future legal
challenges – both of which have been
core features of the controversy over
arms exports to the Saudi-led coalition
involved in the war in Yemen. This report
engages with the criteria as they were in
operation up to this point but notes the
likely downward trajectory of controls.27

Since the announcement of the
Consolidated Criteria, the government
has emphasised the “case-by-case”
nature of the regulations: the rules “will
not be applied mechanistically” and “we
will not refuse a licence on the grounds
of a purely theoretical risk of a breach of
one or more of those criteria.”24 NGOs,
meanwhile, have repeatedly made specific
policy recommendations for tighter
implementation of the Consolidated
Criteria since their inception. Perhaps the
clearest example of this is the so-called
“presumption of denial”, which NGOs have
been advocating since at least 2001, in
which licence applications for exports to
countries of concern (e.g. those identified
by the UK Foreign, Commonwealth
and Development Office in its own
human rights reports) are refused
unless the need for them can be clearly
demonstrated or there is a high level of
confidence they will not be misused.25 The
CAEC also often uses the government’s
own list of countries of human rights
concern as a means of focusing its
scrutiny of export policy.

Arms export restraint during
conflict: missing in action
Since 2000, the UK government has
licenced substantial arms sales to conflict
parties in wars, including India, Pakistan,
Turkey and the Saudi-led coalition active
in the war in Yemen.28 Some of these
countries are among the UK’s major
customers for weapons: a 2007 £4.4bn
Typhoon aircraft order from Saudi Arabia
made UK temporarily the world’s top
arms exporter29 and India placed major
Hawk trainer jet orders in 2004 (worth
£1.1bn) and 2010 (worth £700-735m).30
They are also good examples of the
internationalisation of the arms industry:
both Saudi Arabia and India host foreign
entities of UK arms companies, notably
BAE Systems, and are designated as
“home markets” for the company.31
Of the UK’s top 10 recipients of weapons
overall since 1990, three are partners
in wars the UK is involved in (USA,
Canada, Italy) and three are clients that
are themselves involved in wars (Saudi
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Arabia, India, Turkey). So substantial arms
sales to countries involved in war are
typical of UK export policy – they are not
an exception. The UK has also licensed
minor arms sales to warring conflict
parties in Angola, Colombia, Israel/
Palestine, Nepal, Nigeria, Philippines,
Russia, Somalia, Sri Lanka, Uganda and
Ukraine. And it has sold arms to conflict
parties during minor armed conflict (that
does not reach the level of war) in DRC,
Libya and South Sudan.32 The statistical
and descriptive analysis in Business as

in aggression, or in internal repression of
violations of international law.

Usual demonstrated that there is little
to no evidence of restraint when war or
minor armed conflict breaks out. Further,
it demonstrated that levels of GDP and
military spending, and the overall level of
arms acquisitions by a particular country,
were the key determinants of whether a
given exporter would supply arms to that
country – not conflict.33 This is despite
the introduction of control regimes that
are explicit about the need for arms
sales not to provoke or aggravate armed
conflict or regional instability, or be used

traditionally a major exporter of weapons
to South America or Sub Saharan Africa,
neither of which are among the top armsimporting regions – latest government
figures indicate that arms exports to Latin
America and Africa were 1% or less in
2018 and 2019.35 The political economy
of the arms market makes it unsurprising
that the outbreak of war does not lead
to restraint in arms export licensing –
it does however raise questions about
the purposes and effects of the control
regime and the government’s use of it as

The finding that “A recent history of arms
sales is one of the strongest predictors of
arms sales in the present”34 reflects the
correlation between war and the political
economy of the UK arms market. The
overall orientation of UK arms exports
is towards middle- and higher-income
countries who like to buy more expensive
weaponry, predominantly states in the
Gulf, NATO and Asia. The UK is not
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a justification and a response to criticism.
The next section moves to more finegrained analysis of illustrative examples
to understand how the control regime
operates in practice.

India/Pakistan
The UK has been both India’s and
Pakistan’s longest-standing arms
supplier since independence. It has been
a consistent source of weapons even
as both states have played suppliers
against each other. India bought weapons
predominantly from the USSR for much of
the Cold War period and Russia thereafter,
whilst also buying from France, Germany
and the USA as well as others. Pakistan
bought largely from the USA since 1950
and China since the 1960s, as well as
European and other suppliers. In the
last two decades, the UK has licensed

Arms sales to India and Pakistan
became an early test case for
the Consolidated Criteria and a
challenge for New Labour and
its foreign policy with an ethical
dimension.
around six times more weapons to India
compared to Pakistan, according to its
own data (which excludes open licences):
€2.9bn of military equipment for export
to India, as against €463m to Pakistan.36
Since 1950, according to SIPRI data,
India has accounted for 11.4% of UK
arms exports, second only to the USA as
a customer. This figure has fallen in the
post-Cold War era, to around 7%, behind
both the USA and Saudi Arabia.37 Pakistan
has accounted for 1.5% of UK arms

exports in the same period.
Armed conflict within and between both
states has been a persistent feature
since independence, most notably over
Kashmir, a region claimed by both states
and with its own multi-faceted demands
for self-determination. Kashmir is now
widely understood to be the world’s
most militarized region and three of four
wars between India and Pakistan since
independence have been fought over
Kashmir.38 The two countries’ nuclear
tests of 1998 generated a minor crisis in
conventional arms transfer control and
resulted in US sanctions on them both.
The 1999 Kargil war escalated through the
use of artillery, helicopters, and airstrikes,
claiming more than 1000 lives and forcing
70000 to flee.39
Arms sales to India and Pakistan became
an early test case for the Consolidated
Criteria and a challenge for New Labour
and its foreign policy with an ethical
dimension. The newly established
Quadripartite Committee was robust
in its engagement on India/Pakistan.
In their first report in 1999 MPs raised
concerns that “it is difficult to prove that
UK supplied arms will not be used to
fuel armed conflict, undermine India and
Pakistan’s economies or their progress in
social development, or jeopardise regional
security in the Indian sub-continent.”40
In the aftermath of the nuclear tests
and Kargil confrontation some licences
were denied in 2000 and 2001. The
Quadripartite Committee concluded, “we
believe that the Government is doing all
it can to ensure that India and Pakistan
are unable to acquire goods from the
United Kingdom which are capable of
contributing to their nuclear weapons
programmes. We have some concerns,
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however, about whether the government
is taking sufficiently into account the risk
of regional instability on the sub-continent
when making licensing decisions relating
to the export of conventional military
equipment.”41
The UK had not supported the US
selective trade embargo position in
response to the 1998 nuclear tests. Robin
Cook told Parliament that any effective
embargo “should not be unilateral –
it must be international”.42 However,
in relation to the 1999 military coup
in Pakistan, an alleged account of a
December 1999 meeting published in The
Guardian (ministers refused to put record
in the House of Common Library) stated
that “there was in effect a moratorium
on processing arms export applications
until the situation became clearer,” with
the EU showing “‘no signs’ of wanting to
contemplate an arms embargo.”43 The
case was taken up by the Quadripartite
Committee as an example of the
challenges of multilateral action. The EU
failed to take an explicit position on the
issue. As the UK was neither granting nor
denying export licences for Pakistan, the
consultation mechanism set out in the EU
Code of Conduct did not enter into force.
This meant that other EU member states
“may unwittingly ‘undercut’ UK exporters
whose licence applications are held up
in an undeclared informal moratorium.”44
This situation indicates the possibility
of regulation by delay rather than by
declared policy.
As conflict escalated between India
and Pakistan in 2002, the government’s
response to concerns was to emphasise
the flexibility, coherence and
responsiveness of the Consolidated
Criteria, in order to reject calls for an

embargo. The Quadripartite Committee
went as far as to conclude that “if the
situation in India and Pakistan in the
Spring of this year did not fully engage
Criterion Four, it is difficult to conceive of
circumstances short of all out war which
would do so.”45 Yet the government’s
response was to mobilise the criteria
to reject criticism of its policy, claiming
that “Criterion Four was fully engaged
throughout the period: we did not approve
any licences for exports where we judged
there to have been a ‘clear risk’ that
either country would use such exports
aggressively against the other.” 46 It took
pains to emphasise that “This policy is not
the same as a blanket refusal to licence
all arms exports. India and Pakistan have
legitimate defence requirements. All
export licences approved were examined
carefully and were assessed as not
breaching the Consolidated Criteria at
the time the decisions were made.”47 This
statement undermines the very premise of
a risk assessment, which should consider
the risk of misuse in the future, not just at
the time the decisions were made.
Foreign Secretary Jack Straw explained
to the House of Commons that the
Consolidated Criteria “contain sufficient
flexibility, in our view, not to require there
to be imposed a blanket arms embargo.”48
Aside from an embargo, even a temporary
suspension was avoided by reference to
the changing intensity of the conflict. In
a 2002 parliamentary debate, defending
the government against demands for
a temporary suspension of arms sales
to the region, MP Robert Key said that
a suspension “is now inappropriate in
the light of the de-escalation of tension
between the two countries.”49 Such a
position by the government stands in
contrast to that of the Quadripartite
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Committee, which emphasised that
“Criterion Four is not activated only by
the actual existence of armed conflict
- it is of course engaged as a conflict
prevention measure …we are concerned
that in recent months there is little real
evidence of the terms of the Criterion
being applied in proportion to the rise in
regional tension.”50 Arms sales to India/
Pakistan are thus an early example of the
criteria being mobilised as a legitimising
mechanism for arms exports. While
parliamentarians used the language of
the criteria to try to encourage restraint, or
at least retrospective accountability, the
government justified exports by reference
to the criteria.
In the course of the controversy over
Kashmir, the UK government was also
heavily promoting the sale of Hawk
trainer jets to India. The majority of
ministerial trade promotion meetings
in 2002 and 2003 – including the
participation of both the Foreign and
Defence Secretaries - focused on the
sale of Hawks to India.51 In 2004, India
ordered 66 Hawk Advanced Jet Trainer
aircraft (of which 8 were to be assembled
and 42 produced in India) and a further
57 in 2010.52 The promotion of exports
was subject to repeated criticism
from Parliament: for example, the
Quadripartite Committee asked in July
2002 if the Consolidated Criteria could be
“reconciled” with trade promotion. 53 The
Foreign Secretary’s response was that
“Unless we make a decision that we are
going to pull out of defence industries,
then what we have to do, it seems to me,
is to make judgments on a case-by case
basis in the round against these criteria.”
He continued, if “the export appears to
be one that is not caught by the criteria,
then it is an export of defence material

which ought to be made.”54 This statement
illustrates two key and consistent features
of the UK government’s position on
arms exports more generally. First, there
is an assumption that exports should
be approved unless there is a strong
reason not to. Second, the government
gives hyperbolic responses to legitimate
questions about reconciling the varied
elements of UK policy, that seek to shut
down debate.

Sri Lanka
The UK has been a minor but consistent
arms supplier to Sri Lanka since
independence. A key feature of postindependence conflict has been the
armed confrontation between the
Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE)
and Sri Lankan state that started in the
mid-1980s in response to historic and
systematic economic, political and social
marginalization and direct physical
violence by the state.55 The LTTE were
criminalized as a terrorist organisation
in 1979; and the 1983 pogrom against
Tamils was a turning point after which
the conflict became increasingly violent.56
The war operated in phases “of increasing
intensity and territorial scale” throughout
the 1980s and 1990s.57 After periodic
negotiation processes, the Norwegianfacilitated peace process led to a 2002
ceasefire, which broke down by 2006.
In 2009, the Sri Lankan government
launched an offensive to defeat the LTTE,
resulting in the most violent year in terms
of numbers of deaths, with over 10,000
total deaths, the vast majority a result
of state-based violence.58 In May 2009,
the war was declared over. International
support had “tip[ped] the strategic
balance … inexorably in favour of the
state”.59
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Sri Lanka has bought weapons from
a variety of suppliers over time. China
has been its main and most consistent
supplier, including throughout the civil war.
Israel, the USA, Ukraine and Russia have
also supplied weapons, in descending
order of magnitude and consistency
since Sri Lankan independence. The
UK has been an intermittent, secondary
arms supplier to the Sri Lankan state.
In the past twenty years, it has licenced
€141m worth of weapons under standard
licences, just under half of which was
for small arms, alongside 718 open
licences.60 The UK government has
downplayed its military support for the
Sri Lankan armed forces in public debate,
but there is a history of both formal and
covert support since independence,
including private military contractors

the impact on the course of conflict was
nonetheless significant. For the British
state, the significance of arms sales to Sri
Lanka is more about its wider strategic,
commercial and geopolitical interests
after the country’s independence. After
the departure of the last British troops
in the mid-1960s, weapons and military
support were provided both by the MoD
and private companies, with official
records emphasizing the overlap between
British commercial and geopolitical
interests.62

acting at arm’s length from the state but
with the knowledge and support of parts
of the state, which had a decisive impact
on the course of the war.61 Sri Lanka is
thus a case in which the financial value of
arms sales is lower than other cases, but

ethical foreign policy commitment and the
EU Code. The government emphasised
both the Sri Lankan government’s “human
rights record and its legitimate defence
and domestic security interests.”63 In the
2000s, Parliamentary interest increased:

Parliamentary debate about UK arms
exports and the Sri Lankan civil war
was almost entirely absent during the
1980s. Once the New Labour government
entered office, there were a handful of
Parliamentary discussions based on the
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the existence of the EU Code allowed
critics to put the issue of arms exports
on the agenda and gave them a language
to use, and Sri Lanka appeared as an
example of where commitments to
an ethical dimension to foreign policy
caused concern (even though the civil war
had been going on for over a decade).
However, the Code was also used by the
government to avoid proper scrutiny
by issuing the repeated refrain about
having one of the world’s most robust
control regimes.64 The case of Sri Lanka
also illustrates the significance of the
Committees on Arms Export Controls.
It was primarily the activity of the CAEC
that facilitated parliamentary debate65 and
generated media attention in 2008 and
2009.66 This early activism of the CAEC
stands in contrast to later controversies
around, for example, arms sales to Israel
and to the Saudi-led coalition in the war in
Yemen, when the CAEC has had a much
more mixed record of scrutiny.
The 2002 ceasefire was interpreted by
the UK’s licensing body to mean there
was no clear risk of the misuse of
weapons and “the Government continued
to allow exports of a whole range of
weaponry to the Sri Lankan armed forces,
including small arms, naval components,
helicopter components,” according to
Mike Gapes MP, who sat on the CAEC.67
This allowed the Sri Lankan military to
stockpile weapons for later use when the
ceasefire broke down and war re-started,
with Gapes later lamenting that much of
the stockpiled weaponry “undoubtedly
came from the United Kingdom.”68 The
ceasefire broke down in December
2005 when rebels launched their first
major attack since the 2002 truce; on 16
January 2008, the ceasefire was officially
terminated. In the final phase of the war

(from the end of 2005 to 2009), there were
growing denials of export licences by
other EU member states on the basis of
Criterion 3 – the risk that exports “would
provoke or prolong armed conflicts or
aggravate existing tensions or conflicts
in the country of final destination” – with
the UK an outlier and largest European
supplier to Sri Lanka alongside the Czech
Republic.
A handful of export licences were
refused in 2007 and 2008 “owing to the
clear risk that they might be used for
internal repression, possibly prolonging
the conflict, and the risk of diversion
under undesirable conditions”.69 While
the Annual Report “acknowledged the
aggravating situation”70, Foreign Office
minister Bill Rammell later told the CAEC
that “[i]f you went back through history,
bluntly we would not sell arms to anybody
because of what has happened in the
past.”71 As An Vranckx notes, this was “a
fundamentally disingenuous response”
as consideration of “relevant existing
and past evidence … is a critical aspect
of the risk assessment” process.72
Indeed, such hyperbolic responses to
legitimate criticism are a regular feature
of government action on arms exports.
In 2009, the government rejected calls
for an embargo, with Bill Rammell telling
the CAEC that “the FCO’s judgment was
that an embargo, or the threat of one, was
not the best vehicle for trying to secure
a ceasefire. Using an embargo signaled
‘the end of the diplomatic road’ and
demonstrated that a lot of influence had
been lost.” Rather, the FCO’s position was
that “few licences had been granted for
exports to Sri Lanka since the beginning
of 2007 which he [Bill Rammell] cited as
evidence of procedures being effective.”73
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In 2009, nine SIELs for replacement
components for military helicopters and
telecoms equipment74 were revoked
as a result of a review “[f]ollowing the
escalation of the internal conflict in
Sri Lanka from January of this year”, a
“standard procedure” when there is “an
outbreak of internal or regional conflict
overseas,” as explained by Foreign Office
minister Ivan Lewis MP in evidence to
the CAEC.75 This indicates a very narrow
interpretation of the temporal dimension
of a risk assessment: it treats each
episode of violence as disconnected from
the past and from any potential future
developments, as if the final episode
of violence in the civil war was a new
“outbreak” rather than a more intense
phase of a long-running conflict. Among
the licences revoked in July 2009 were
a series of 11 licences for replacement
components for military utility helicopters
and military communications equipment,
which had initially been issued in between
October and December 2008. Given that
the violence of the final stages of the
war was already escalating by October
2008, that other EU member states were
increasingly denying export licences, and
that the UK itself had refused licences in
2008, it remains unclear how officials had
concluded that these licences met the
terms of the Consolidated Criteria in 2008,
for them to be revoked less than a year
later.

as a direct result of the final offensive.”76
This indicates that the violence of the
final offensive somehow tipped things
over the threshold. But lack of access
and information was deemed to make
it “challenging” for the government to
collect “information on how helicopters
were used in the conflict.”77 Such a
position requires the government to
ignore the history and conduct of the war
and treat the latest episode of violence as
disconnected from what came before. It
also requires the government to ignore the
preventive rationale of risk assessment:
if there is a lack of information about
potential use of weapons, they ought to
be denied. The Minister went on to explain
that “helicopters were used for medical
evacuation, logistical support, re-supply
and ad hoc search and rescue operations
and to transport VIPs including foreign
delegations up to the northern region.
They were used to much lesser extent
moving troops themselves to forward
areas.”78 This suggests that the threshold
for the UK risk assessment would be
the use of UK-supplied equipment in
moving troops for the frontline; but this
is a very narrow interpretation of risk,
when logistical support and re-supply
are also central elements of war-fighting
and intimately linked to the violations the
criteria are ostensibly designed to prevent.

Writing to the CAEC in October 2009
with details of the outcome of the FCO
review of extant licences, Ivan Lewis
MP explained that “While we cannot be
certain exactly what happened during
the fighting, particularly in the last days
of the conflict, enough reports surfaced
for us to have grave concerns about the
numbers of civilians who might have died

The UK is a long-standing supplier of
weapons to Israel, alongside France,
Germany and its main supplier, the USA.
Israel has occupied the Gaza Strip and
West Bank, including East Jerusalem,
since 1967. It is widely recognised
that the Israeli military and security
forces routinely commit violations
of international human rights and

Israel/Palestine
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humanitarian law against Palestinians, in
addition to the violations of international
law through settlements in Occupied
Palestinian Territory and the apartheid
wall or separation barrier. Israel has
operated a blockade of Gaza since
2007 and conducted numerous military
assaults over the past two decades:
in 2002 (Operation Defensive Shield),
2008-9 (Operation Cast Lead), 2012
(Operation Pillar of Defence), 2014
(Operation Protective Edge), 2018 (on
the Great March of Return) and 2021
(Operation Lightning Strike). International
actors such as the UN Office for the
Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs
and the UN Independent Commission
of Inquiry on the 2018 Gaza protests
have concluded that Israel’s conduct
against the Palestinians contravenes
international humanitarian law, as have
a variety of national and global civil
society actors such as Al-Haq, B’Tselem,
Amnesty International and Human
Rights Watch over many years.79 Israel
features regularly as a UK FCO “country
of concern” or “human rights priority
country.”80 Israeli violations of human
rights and humanitarian law with respect
to the Palestinians have repeatedly led
to calls for restrictions or embargoes
on arms transfers to Israel e.g. in 2009,
2014, 2018, and 2020.81 The longevity of
the occupation makes arms export policy
towards Israel a good example that cuts
across governments and political parties.
In recent years military production has
become more two-way between the UK
and Israel, especially in relation to the
production of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
(UAVs), or drones. The UK purchases
Israeli weapons from companies such
as Rafael and Elbit, which it deployed in
Iraq and Afghanistan, and Israeli and UK

companies are involved in joint ventures
for the co-production of drones. There
is also considerable joint training and
growing cybersecurity cooperation. This
collaboration has generated increased
opposition in the UK including direct
action against companies such as
Elbit for their role in the occupation
and repression of Palestinians.82 There
is also growing research into and
activism against UK support for the
Israeli occupation in the form of the
enmeshment of banks and other financial
institutions as well as arms supplies.83
There have been a small number of
refusals of licences for exports to Israel
in recent years. For example, in 2011
and 2012, components for combat
helicopters, combat aircraft and general
military aircraft, and military navigation
equipment were refused under Criteria
2, 3, 4 and 7.84 However, these pale in
significance compared to the overall
number and value of licences approved.
Further, the same categories of equipment
were licensed at different points in the
same year. The government withholds
information that would be required to
gauge the specific circumstances of any
refusals and hence fully understand the
contours of policy – a political choice that
undermines the government’s claims to
transparency. Even taking into account the
argument that an effective case-by-case
risk assessment is responsive to specific
and changing circumstances, this small
number of refusals for equipment that
has been licensed previously indicates
a failure to respond to the patterns of
systematic violations of human rights
and humanitarian law that are a central
element of the occupation.
Set against this small number of refusals,
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two other issues become important. First
is the changing character of justifications
for ongoing supply. Second are the
ways in which the UK government has
responded to criticism. In 2002, for
example, it became publicly known that

...the UK government moved to
prevent future embarrassment
caused by Israel ignoring
assurances by no longer asking for
them.
that UK-supplied armoured personnel
carriers were used in Occupied Palestinian
Territory as part of Operation Defensive
Shield, despite Israeli assurances to the
contrary. The UK government response
was that it “will no longer take the Israeli
assurances given on 29 November 2000
into account,”85 as those assurances “have
proved to be unsound”.86 Superficially,
this response indicates criticism of Israeli
actions and suggests a tightening of
process. However, an alternative reading
of this position is that the UK government
moved to prevent future embarrassment
caused by Israel ignoring assurances by
no longer asking for them. The most that
the CAEC was willing to say about the
episode was that “We conclude that the
present Government’s policy on exporting
arms or components of arms that could
be used in the Occupied Palestinian
Territories [sic] appears to be confused.”87
The government also dismissed the
possibility of sanctions or an embargo by
emphasising the continued application of
the case-by-case approach to licensing.88
FCO Under-Secretary Ben Bradshaw
stated in April 2002 that “Nothing that
could be used for internal repression or
external aggression will get an export

licence. In the current circumstances,
those criteria will apply widely to military
equipment destined for Israel.” 89 The
Guardian reported in July 2002 that “The
government currently refuses to issue
export licences for equipment destined
for Israel if it could be used against the
Palestinians in the occupied territories
[sic]”90 but licensing data provided
in the government’s 2001, 2002, and
2003 Annual Reports is opaque. The
financial value of SIELs is significantly
lower in 2002 and 2003 than in 2001
(£9-10m as compared to £22.5m),91 but
without information about the end-user
of equipment listed as licensed, or the
Criteria on which refusals were made, it is
impossible to verify this claim.
The case of Israel has also featured
prominently in Parliamentary discussion
about the value of end-use monitoring,
which the UK does not routinely conduct
as a matter of policy. The UK government
had claimed in February 2002 to have “no
evidence that equipment or components
manufactured in the UK and licensed
for export were used … in the occupied
territories [sic] during the recent violence”,
on the basis of written assurances from
the Israeli government.92 Shortly after
this statement, however, one of the
British defence attachés to Israel spotted
modified UK-supplied troop-carriers
whilst on a tour of the West Bank, which
is how the information came to light, as
discussed in Parliament by Chair of the
Quadripartite Committee Roger Berry
MP.93 The Foreign Office response to
this revelation was that these weapons
had been exported “a long time ago”
and “under a previous Administration
and a different export control regime.”94
The longevity of weapons and changes
of administration raise questions for
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the timescale of any effective risk
assessment.
The issue of the end-use of weapons is
made more complicated by the practice
of incorporation, where components
are sent from one country to another
for incorporation into weapon systems
to be exported to a third country. As the
debate about Israeli assurances was
taking place, the government announced
a change to its guidance to allow
components to be sent to the USA for
incorporation into weapons systems that
would be exported on to Israel. These
included UK-made Head Up Display Units
for export to the USA, for incorporation
into F-16 fighter jets that it supplies to
Israel. Arguing that “Any interruption to
the supply of these components would
have serious implications for the UK’s
defence relations with the United States,”
the government announced five additional
factors that would be considered
alongside the Consolidated Criteria,
including “the importance of the UK’s
defence and security relationship with the
incorporating country”.95
F-16 fighter jets using UK-supplied
HUDs were amongst the weapons that
the UK later admitted were “almost
certainly” used by the Israeli military
during Operation Cast Lead in 2008.96
In addition to F-16s, also used were
Apache helicopters, Saar-class corvettes,
and armoured personnel carriers which
included UK components.97 Foreign
Secretary David Miliband concluded
in April 2009 that “It is inherent in the
consolidated criteria that judgments are in
part based on past practice, so evidence
from Operation Cast Lead will be used
in all future applications. I can confirm
that we are looking at all extant licences

to see whether any of these need to be
re-considered in light of recent events
in Gaza.”98 Licensing data indicates the
revocation in July 2009 of nine SIELs
for components for naval radars. Most
of these licences were originally issued
between March and December 2008. One
had been issued on 7 July 2009 and was
revoked a mere three days later.99 In his
April 2009 statement, Foreign Secretary
David Miliband also stated that “All future
applications will be assessed taking into
account the recent conflict.”100 It remains
unclear how this admission of the use of
UK-supplied components in assaults on
Gaza was taken into account in practice,
or for how long.
In 2012, FCO minister Alistair Burt stated
that “We have no assessment to date of
whether any UK weapons or components
were used during the recent conflict by
the IDF” in relation to Operation Pillar
of Defence.101 But the government
did in fact have an assessment, from
2009, when it had stated that the Israeli
misuse of UK-supplied weaponry would
impact future decisions. But by 2012,
the government refers to “the recent
conflict” as if it was disconnected
from previous assaults. The strongest
statement the CAEC made was that it
was “regrettable” that UK components
were used and that “the Government
should continue to do everything possible
to ensure that this does not happen in
future.” They continued to argue that a
case-by-case approach is correct and
that the CAEC “endorse decisions not to
grant a number of licences in relation to
Israel.” CAEC argued that the “review of
extant licences relating to Israel is to be
welcomed, as is its stated intention of
assessing the need to revoke any which
should be reconsidered in light of the
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Gaza conflict.”102 These statements are
indicative of the CAEC’s general position
on UK arms exports to Israel over time. It
is a topic they have returned to frequently
over the years, at times generating
ministerial correspondence, but with
a distinctly technical focus with little
broader discussion of the orientation of
UK policy or repeated patterns.
On 8 July 2014, Operation Protective
Edge was launched by Israel on Gaza.
During the attack, the UK government
launched a review of export licences,
emphasising Israel’s right to self-defence,
which must be “proportionate, in line with
international humanitarian law, and …
calibrated to avoid civilian casualties,” and
affirming its opposition to “a blanket arms
embargo.”103 The review identified twelve
licences for components that could be
part of weapons systems used by Israel
in Gaza.104 The existence of a ceasefire
in August meant that the government
did not immediately revoke licences, but
rather, “in the event of a resumption of
significant hostilities, the government is
concerned that it would not be able to
clarify if the export licence criteria are
being met. It would therefore suspend
these licences as a precautionary step”105
if such circumstances arose. However,
“in correspondence with solicitors
for Campaign Against Arms Trade
(CAAT), Vince Cable, the Secretary of
State responsible for the revocation of
such licences, was unable to say how
the government defined “significant
hostilities”.”106 And in July 2015, this
precautionary potential suspension was
removed and those 12 licences were no
longer at risk of suspension because
“there is now sufficient information from a
wide variety of sources to apply standard
export licensing procedures” – because

“the facts are clearer”, the “Criteria may
now be applied, without any additional
measures.”107 This episode indicates a
rare admission from the government that
there could be a future risk of the misuse
of weapons. This admission is offset by
the refusal to revoke licences that have
possibly already been used or refuse new
licences, on the grounds that there is
currently a ceasefire. The ceasefire was
interpreted to mean that there is no clear
risk of misuse, despite the decades-long
use of violence against Palestinians
by Israeli forces and risk assessment
requiring an assessment of past practice.
In 2018, when Israel used violence against
the Great March of Return, a government
review was again conducted, “as we do
from time to time for countries where
there have been significant events that
might be relevant to licensing.”108 The
review “found no information to suggest
that UK-licensed equipment has been,
or might be, used against protestors
or in the commission of a serious
violation of international humanitarian
law or for internal repression.” As a
result, “we do not believe that the export
of items under any extant licences
would now be inconsistent with the
Consolidated Criteria.”109 Two years later,
in May 2021, Amnesty International
concluded that Israeli forces had used
“repeated, unwarranted and excessive
force” against Palestinians protesting
forced displacement in occupied East
Jerusalem”.110 The UK government’s
response to parliamentary debate and
questions about the role of UK-supplied
weapons in facilitating the violence was
to emphasise Israel’s right to self-defence
and roll out the ‘robust regime’ mantra.111
This time, there was no suggestion that
even a review took place, in contrast with
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previous escalations of violence.

Yemen
The war in Yemen is the clearest example
of substantial arms supplies to conflict
parties in war and of the ways in which
risk assessment is mobilised to facilitate
increased exports. In March 2015 a Saudiled coalition initiated Operation Decisive
Storm in support of Yemeni president
Abdrabbuh Mansur Hadi, who went into
exile in Riyadh as the Houthis advanced
on Aden, having captured the capital
city Sanaa in 2014 during the civil war
that escalated after the 2011 revolution.
The Saudi government described the
intervention as a “response to a direct
request from the legitimate government
of Yemen” to prevent its takeover by the
Houthis.112 The operation invoked both
the right of collective and individual selfdefence, and intervention by invitation,
as well as humanitarian language
resonant with responsibility to protect.
Whilst these various elements of the
justification have been contested by some

commentators,113 the legitimacy of the
Saudi intervention was widely accepted by
other states. The UK government position
was that the Saudi-led intervention “has
a clear and lawful basis in response
to President Hadi’s request to the UN
Security Council, Gulf Cooperation Council
and Arab League.”114
Once the military intervention started,
there was a clear and exponential
increase in arms export licensing from
the UK to Saudi Arabia in particular. In
2015, £2.9bn worth of SIELs were issued
and 21 open licences; the majority of
these related specifically to the delivery
of Typhoons as part of the 2007 deal.
Licences to the UAE also jumped in
2015, with £169m worth of SIELs – an
increase on the average of £56m per
year over the previous five years.115
Notably, in 2015, new licences were
issued for approximately £1.5 billion of
combat aircraft to Saudi Arabia which
had originally been licenced in 2009 but
not fully shipped.116 The government was
willing to issue such licences in 2009, and
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again in 2011 and 2013. In 2015, it saw no
reason to change policy even though the
war had started. As the war progressed,
there were further spikes in licensing: a
large increase in open licences to Saudi in
2017 and in SIELs in 2020, and a spike in
SIELs and open licences to UAE in 2017
and a spike in SIELs in 2020.117
The coalition was not only using newly
supplied weapons, but also weapons
supplied years, in some cases decades,
previously. For example, the cruise
missile used in an attack on a ceramics
factory in Sana’a governorate in
September 2015 had been transferred to
Saudi Arabia in the 1990s,118 and the UKsupplied cluster bombs found at the site
of air strikes in northern Yemen were sold
in large numbers to Saudi Arabia in the
1980s and 1990s, before the UK signed
up to the 2010 cluster munitions ban.119
The UK government retains the power to
revoke extant licences before deliveries
are made, but once weapons have been
transferred, there is no power to get them
returned. So even the strongest licensing
response once war breaks out – which
itself ignores the wider maintenance
and servicing aspect of UK support to
the Saudi military120 – is already too late
in terms of weapons that have already
been delivered. The longevity of weapons
therefore raises questions for the
timescale of any risk assessment.
International concerns about levels of
civilian harm and allegations of potential
violations of international law were
raised within months of the start of
the intervention,121 including evidence
of UK-supplied weaponry in attacks
on civilian objects.122 Examples from
early on in the war include the Saudi-led
coalition designating the entire cities of

Marran and Saada as military targets;123
coalition airstrikes on MSF and other
hospitals;124 UN Panel of Experts, Human
Rights Watch and Amnesty International
identification of unlawful air strikes,
including some using cluster munitions;125
and the Sanaa Great Hall funeral bombing
in October 2016.126 Responses have
varied. Since the start of the war, the
European Parliament has repeatedly
called for an arms embargo against the
Saudi-led coalition.127 Some European
supplier states have restricted exports
to the coalition. Legal cases against
arms exports to members of the Saudiled coalition have been brought in nine
jurisdictions, including the UK.128 The
UK judicial review focuses on Criterion
2, in particular 2c, which states that the
government will “not grant a licence if
there is a clear risk that the items might
be used in the commission of a serious
violation of international humanitarian
law.” Since 2015, a handful of export
licences have been refused or revoked,
none of them on C2 grounds relating to
the conduct of the war.129
As concern about UK policy mounted, the
government’s response was largely to
attempt to deflect criticism. Rather than
engage with the substance of concerns,
the government repeated the claim that it
operates one of the most robust control
regimes in the world and claimed to be a
proponent of peace through its role as UN
penholder on Yemen and major bilateral
aid donor. In addition to the general claim
that all licences are assessed on a caseby-case basis against the criteria – a
claim that is effectively meaningless when
the company applying for the licences is
fulfilling a government contract as part of
a government-to-government agreement
– the government offered further specific
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claims in response to criticism of its
policy towards the Saudi-led coalition.
These include that the UK is not a party
to the war130 or a member of the Saudiled coalition131 - although the latter is not
the same as the former, and there may
well be grounds for considering the UK to
be party to the war and implicated in war
crimes given its support for the coalition,
an issue that is known to have been
discussed in the US State Department in
relation to US support for the Saudis.132
The government claims that the UK is
not involved in targeting133 - although
UK military officers provide targeting
training, and UK liaison officers are based
in the Saudi Air Operations Centre in
Riyadh.134 The government also asserts
that it regularly raises the importance of
protecting civilians, complying with IHL,
and investigating allegations with its arms
recipients.135 However, this assertion
begs the question of the rationale for and
effectiveness of such efforts.
In July 2016 the government took the
highly unusual step of issuing corrections
to the parliamentary record,136 amending
its position from certainty to uncertainty
about its knowledge of Saudi conduct in
the war. In doing so, the government tried
to leverage interpretation of arms export
controls in support of its preferred policy
of continued licensing. It also attempted
to pre-empt criticism during the judicial
review of its implementation of risk
assessment practices in export licensing.
During the judicial review, much of the
legal argumentation hinged on discussion
of the “Tracker” database, and what the
government could reasonably be expected
to know about Saudi conduct.137 In July
2017 the High Court found in favour of
the government, concluding that the
Secretary of State was “rationally entitled

to conclude” that the Saudi-led coalition
was not deliberately targeting civilians
and that Saudi Arabia respects and is
committed to complying with IHL.138
CAAT was granted permission to appeal.
In June 2019, the Court of Appeal found
government policy to be irrational and
hence unlawful, as it “made no concluded
assessments of whether the Saudi-led
coalition had committed violations of
international humanitarian law in the past,
during the Yemen conflict, and made no
attempt to do so.”139 The Court ordered
the suspension of new licences to Saudi
Arabia and the government extended the
suspension to cover all members of the
Saudi-led coalition. However, the Court
did not order the revocation of licences
that had already been issued. In any event,
revocations do not provide for the recall or
return of weapons or equipment already
delivered.
In the aftermath of the Court of Appeal
ruling, the spirit of the decision was
undermined in three ways, two deliberate
and one accidental. First, the government
created a range of “mirror” open licences
for exports to the Saudi-led coalition,
which prevented new companies from
registering for open licences that allow
exports, whilst allowing companies
already registered on them to continue
exporting,140 with regular flights from
BAE’s Warton plant to Saudi Arabia, via
RAF Akrotiri.141 This deliberate move
allowed the government to simultaneously
be seen to comply with the letter of the
Court’s ruling and continue supplying
weapons to the coalition. Second, the
MoD released thousands of surplus spare
parts for Tornadoes – which were retired
from the RAF in 2019 – to BAE Systems
for transfer to the Saudi air force.142
Between 2018 and 2020, “the sales took
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place on average once every 10 weeks
in a series of 16 deals” – including one
deal signed days after Jamal Khashoggi’s
murder, and four more in the period
after the court of appeal ruling when
new licences were suspended.143 Third,
Secretary of State Liz Truss informed the
Court on 16 September 2019 of a series
of “inadvertent breaches” of the order, in
which a small number of licences were
granted to members of the coalition in
error.144 The resulting review by a senior
official from the Department for Work and
Pensions (the Mills review) concluded
that there was no evidence of “deliberate
or knowing contravention” of the Court’s
ruling, nor or of “a failure to follow agreed
processes or procedures”.
In July 2020, the government announced
the results of its review of licensing
methodology undertaken in response to
the Court of Appeal ruling. The review
treated allegations of violations as if
they were violations. This is a good risk
assessment step as it does not require
definitive proof in order to identify a risk.
However, the review concluded that any
violations were only “isolated incidents”
conforming to no clear pattern, meaning
that the government saw no reason to
suspend or refuse licensing.145 This is a
good indication of the way that legal and
risk assessment practices are subject
to the operation of state power: the
Court found government practice to be
unlawful, so government re-interpreted
its practice to present it as in line with the
law. Licensing resumed, and by November
2020, civil servants told the CAEC that
500 licence applications had been cleared
from backlog since resumption.146 CAAT
issued a new claim for judicial review,
arguing that the government’s conclusion
is irrational and the resumption of

licensing therefore unlawful. They were
granted permission to proceed in April
2021; the case should be heard in June
2022.147
Government policy and its justifications
thereof have been subject to varying
levels of CAEC scrutiny over time. In
2016, with Chris Law MP in the Chair, the
Committees conducted an inquiry into
the use of UK-manufactured weapons in
Yemen. The inquiry took evidence from
a range of witnesses and conducted
a serious assessment of UK policy,
including UK interests in the Gulf, the
humanitarian disaster in Yemen, the
government’s legal obligations with regard
to arms exports, and the effectiveness –
or otherwise – of the licensing regime.
However, the Committees were unable
to agree whether to recommend a
suspension of arms exports to the
coalition. Their draft report was leaked
to Newsnight – a flagship news and
current affairs programme of the UK’s
public broadcaster, the BBC – and the
committees broke down. Two different
reports were published by different
constituent committees of the CAEC:
one by the International Development
and Business Committees; the other by
the Foreign Affairs Committee.148 The
Defence Committee issued no report. In
the five years since then, with Graham
Jones MP and subsequently Mark Garnier
MP in the Chair, the Committees have not
discussed arms exports to the Saudi-led
coalition as an agenda item, nor published
a report that deals in any detail with the
topic.
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Conclusion
This survey of UK arms export policy
and its application in four illustrative
cases from the past twenty years across
different governments demonstrates a
series of patterns and particularities. The
most significant of these are as follows.
First, the misuse of UK-supplied weapons
is a routine feature of wars involving
UK customers. This includes weapons
supplied before the advent of the
licensing regime, prior to the outbreak of
war and in between cycles of violence,
as well as newer weapons, parts and
components supplied during conflict. The
UK supplies weapons to states involved in
often decades-long conflicts (in which the
British state has itself in many instances
historically and currently been central)
that experience cycles of violence. This is
in addition to the UK’s own involvement
in illegal wars using its own domestically
produced and imported weapons.
Second, arms export licensing practice
takes a very narrow interpretation of risk,
operating as if neither the past nor the
future exist. Risk assessments treat each
round of violence as new and a blank
slate, as disconnected from the past and
from any potential future developments.
Ceasefires or other de-escalations are
interpreted to mean that there is no clear
risk of misuse, and thus no reason to
deny licences, which allows recipients to
replenish their armouries for use in later
assaults and rounds of violence.
Third, the government conducts selfserving reviews of licensing process (but
not policy) when controversy is generated.
These reviews are mobilised to validate

government policy and facilitate increased
exports rather than restrict them.
Tokenistic refusals or revocations of
licences occasionally take place at a late
stage when violence escalates to extreme
levels and external pressure mounts.
Fourth, the UK’s licensing criteria have
politically and legally ambiguous effects,
that ultimately serve to facilitate rather
than restrict exports. On the one hand,
the criteria allow critics to draw attention
to the misuse of weapons, giving them
a framework and a language with
which to try to hold the government to
account, including via legal challenges.
On the other, the criteria are mobilised
by government as a mantra to deflect
criticism and to close down debate and
scrutiny. The government points to the
existence of regulations to argue that its
policy is sound, regardless of the publicly
available evidence to the contrary, and
invokes the flexibility of case-by-case
application of the criteria as a means to
reject more substantive control measures.
Fifth, the Committees on Arms Export
Controls have played a politically
fluctuating role in accountability. Scrutiny
is a key responsibility of Parliament
and can generate transparency and
accountability for arms export decisions.
Occasionally, the CAEC has generated
robust criticism of government policy and
practice. However, its energy, expertise
and competence have varied over time.
The early activism of the committees
around India/Pakistan and Sri Lanka
stands in contrast to later controversy
over UK involvement in the war in Yemen,
and the ongoing issue of arms exports
to Israel, where their record has been
much more mixed. In these latter cases,
silence or acquiescence to government
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policy has contributed to the legitimation
of arms export policy. The CAEC suffers
from structural limitations as a supercommittee rather than a standing Select
Committee: an indirect membership
constituted via four component
committees; cumbersome quoracy
rules; and the lack of a dedicated staff
or a paid Chair elected by all MPs. These
weaknesses are a major obstacle to
effective democratic scrutiny and control
of arms exports.
Sixth, there is a mutually supportive,
entrenched and organic relationship
between the UK state’s geopolitical

The key issue is the absence
of political will to address the
economic, political and social costs
of UK policy on arms sales.
ambitions and the interests of UKbased industry. There is a reciprocally
convenient fiction of separation between
the two, in which companies hide behind
the policymaking and licensing role of the
state, and the state refuses to comment
on company practice under the guise of
commercial confidentiality. The arms
industry plays a crucial yet hidden role
in ongoing state support for exports, but
this support is not reducible to industry
interests. Rather, the combination of
industry influence and the state’s strategic
and geopolitical interest in trying to
remain a major military power generate a
congruence of interests and assumptions
about the benefits of arms exports.
The key issue is the absence of political
will to address the economic, political
and social costs of UK policy on arms

sales. Lack of expertise, information or
creative alternatives is not the issue.
Many credible policy recommendations
have been made by actors external and
sometimes internal to the state over the
years. They have rarely been put into
action. Such recommendations include:
ending the subsidies on arms production
and export; halting the privileged access
of industrial actors to state budgets
and decision-making fora; moving the
licensing bureaucracy into a more procontrol part of the state; instituting a
“presumption of denial” for licences
to sensitive destinations; engaging
prior parliamentary scrutiny of export
decisions; establishing increased end-use
monitoring of exports. All of these have
been suggested repeatedly in the past two
decades.
At a minimum, transforming the
Committees on Arms Export Controls
into a standing Select Committee is an
important step to increase Parliamentary
oversight of UK arms export licenses.
This requires a change under the standing
orders (the parliamentary rules), either
through a government motion or a debate
by the four Committees who compose its
membership. This should be done with
haste.
Beyond this, if UK arms exports are to
stop contributing to the world’s conflicts,
then debates about licensing policy, and
the wider foreign, defence and security
policy it is part of, will need to be reframed
and re-energized. This work will doubtless
take considerable time and require
efforts to address the systemic proexport orientation of the UK state and its
geopolitical and strategic ambitions. The
findings of this report suggest a number
of avenues that could be pursued.
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Such reframing would include, first, the
acknowledgment that exports to states
involved in war and conflict are typical
of UK export policy, not the exception
or an aberration in an otherwise pacific
and benevolent foreign policy. Second,
recognition that the ‘outbreaks’ of conflict
in cases such as those analysed in this
report are not isolated or new. They
are recurrent phases of much longer,
ongoing violent conflicts to which
Britain has historically been central
as a colonial and post-colonial power.
Third, acknowledgment that a control
regime based on risk assessment has
had contradictory effects that have not
served to generate more restrictive export
controls, and collective thinking about
alternatives. Fourth, an assessment of the
UK’s own use of weapons and transfers
to its western and NATO friends and
allies in terms of international law and
norms as well as those to non-NATO, nonwestern states that are the usual focus
of debate. Finally, attention to the links
between arms exports and other issues of
international concern such as the climate
emergency, migration and refugee policy,
policing and surveillance, indebtedness
and poverty, all of which are racialised,
gendered and classed.
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